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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

The Oojamaflip Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-400-9
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
The Science Fair is coming up and Professor McQuark
knows just what to make: an Oojamaflip! However it’s too
big to fit through the doors. But, just as the winner is being
announced, the children discover the Oojamaflip outside.
Professor McQuark might not have won first place but she
wins a prize for the most surprising invention!

Lou Treveleaven & Julia Patton

This Activity Pack is for:
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. Professor McQuark had a very big             .

bed           Oojamaflip brain

2. But the Oojamaflip was too             to take in! 

big   little square

3. “The winner is... the square                 maker!”

balloon          door yo-yo

4. The                                  were a surprise. 

bad deckchair   grass seats          spare doughnuts

5. “It’s                 . It’s                  !” they said.

amazing / fantastic crammed / round tiny / cool

6. The judges decided to give the Oojamaflip a                  too -
for giving them a                  .

balloon / flute  trophy / suit prize / surprise
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. She loved in    enting things.

f v w

2. “Now the Oojamaflip won’t be in the co    petition.”

p n m

3. The Science Fair was crammed with inven    ions...

t s q

4. The         dges stared at the Oojamaflip.

gu ju je

5. “But what does this Oojamaflip a        ually do?”

ct ck cc

6. “The cl        is in the name,” said Professor McQuark.

oo ue oe
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Word Search

balloon

brain

doughnut

invent

judge

Oojamaflip

Words:
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prize

science

surprise
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. brain

2. big

3. balloon

4. grass seats

5. amazing / fantastic

6. prize / surprise

Fill in a letter:
1. v

2. m

3. t

4. ju

5. ct

6. ue

Wordsearch:
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